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Architecturally,
21 Wintcr Street is of intertest as a remarkably intact, mid-1920s commercial building associated
with the early Automobile Age in North Reading and Middlesex County. Built to house a garage, store, and gas
station, this utilitarian building is characterized
by an irregular complex configuration
of structural components.
Stylistically, the exposed roof rafters and hip roofed office/store components allude to the Craftsman style.
Despite the absence of vintage gas pumps, this building's roadside location, tree shaded lot and asymmetrical
massing presents an image reminiscent of the types of subject matter that appears in the 1930s and 1940s paintings
of Edward Hopper and the photographs
of Walker Evans. By all accounts commercial archaeologists
from around
the country have sought out Richardson's
Garage to study and photograph.
Sheathed with wood clapboards, 21 Winter Street's four components are one to one-and-one-half
stories in
height. Overlooking the former drive-in/gas pumps area is an L-shaped component that evidently was built to
house the gas station office and small convenience store. This component rises a single story from a stone 0)
foundation to an intersecting hip roof which is sheathed with asphalt shingles. Its main facade exhibits a front door
and a large double window containing 2/2 wood sash. The eastern segment of this L-shaped component's
.
street facade is pierced by a double window containing 2/2 wood sash. The west wall of this component is pierced
by a pair of windows. A one-story shed-roofed structural component links the office/store with a rectangular, gable
roofed garage component which is the tallest segment of this building. Tall and wide garage doors are in evidence
on the west SIde of the garage facill ity Projecting from the east wall of the garage is a second, one-story rectangular
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As a mid-1nOs example ofa commercial building associated with the early Automobile Age, 21 Winter Street ranks
among the most important cultural resources in North Reading. Owned and operated by the fourth generation of the
Roy E. Richardson family, this building was built in 192.+ to house a garage, store and gas station. 21 Winter Street's
lot was carved from the Nichols farm (see Ml IC form D OIl 25 Winter Street). The Nichols farm house is still
extant next door to the west. III 1924, Leslie Nichols, the grandson of Richard Nichols, sold an 1/8 of an acre lot
to Roy E. Richardson. By 1930, Richardson's Winter Street holdings are listed as a garage and store valued at
S650 and gas tanks with an estimated worth of $400 while the lot had a value of $100. In 1931-32, the Richardson's
business was listed as "auto supplies." The Richardson family purchased the old Nichols farm house at 25 Winter
Street after 1930.8y the 1950s, a buried tank with a capacity of 500 gallons of gas was accessed via a hand pump.
Reportedly a machine shop operated on these premises at an unspecified date. By the mid 1960s the garage/ store
And gas station was owned by bowling alley employee June W. Richardson and railroad clerk Elsdon Richardson.
According to local historical commission member Patricia Romeo, gas for automobiles
could be pumped here as
late as the 1980s. The Richardsons presently operate 21 Winter Street as an auto and "gas truck" repair facility. A
sign on the building reads "Heavy truck repair, Welding & Fabrication, Custom Accessories Installed; Lift Kits;
Trailer Hitches. Specialty Sandblasting."
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garage with multi-panel doors located on the south side of this component.
A bank of four windows
at the center of the second garage component's
cast wall. These windows contain 6/6 wood sash.
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Built in 1924, Richardson's Gas Station and Store is a rare surviving service station providing physical evidence of
North Reading during the early automobile age. Further research may categorize the shop component to the west of
the garage as an early version of highway convenience stores. This building links the town to the period of 1915 -1940,
when the town witnessed the demise of electric trolley as well as railroad links with Salem, Lowell and Boston and other
towns. As rail travel declined, roads were improved to accommodate automobiles, reaching the heretofore remote sections
of the community. Automobile-accessible
colonies of summer cottages sprang up around local ponds and water
ways. Local fanners used the new and improved highways to haul their produce into Boston and Lowell by truck
rather than horse and wagon. Operated by the same family for nearly eighty years, gas was pumped here as late as the
1980s and today it is operated as an automobile and "gas truck" repair facility. This gas station boasts a "following"
among commercial archaeologists from all over the country who seek out this building as a touchstone for learning
about the dawn of wide-spread automobile travel and ownership.

